MICROSOFT GULF FZ LLC
Exhibitor stand: I30
Dubai Internet City Building No 8 Dubai United Arab Emirates
Telephone: 9714 391 7000

Founded in 1975, Microsoft (NASDAQ:MSFT) is the worldwide leader in software, services and solutions that help people and businesses realize their full potential. Microsoft Gulf opened its Dubai-based headquarters in 1993. Microsoft Gulf today oversees Microsoft activities in Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and the UAE. Microsoft Corporation's address on the worldwide web is: www.microsoft.com and Microsoft's Gulf web site is: www.microsoft.com/gulf.

PASCO SCIENTIFIC
Exhibitor stand: V31
10101 Foothills Boulevard Roseville USA 95747 Telephone: +1 916 786-3800

PASCO Scientific is the global leader in 21st century science education, providing innovative datalogging solutions for primary, secondary, and university level sciences. Since 1964 PASCO has been serving educators in over 100 countries worldwide. Now our award-winning SPARVue features data-sharing for iPad®, Chromebook™, Android™ tablets, and Mac® and Windows® computers.